ArtScience Friends Terms & Conditions

- *ArtScience Friends* is ArtScience Museum’s new membership club – an extension of the Marina Bay Sands Rewards Programme and only applicable for Sands Rewards LifeStyle members.
- *ArtScience Friends* requires an annual fee, please refer to website for the most updated fee. *ArtScience Friends* will be activated on the member’s first visit to ArtScience Museum. For online purchases, the start date of *ArtScience Friends* will be the chosen date of the first visit.
- All ArtScience Friends membership activation are valid for three (3) months from the date of purchase. Strictly no extension of the validity period will be allowed.
- To activate *ArtScience Friends*, member will be required to take a photo upon their first visit to the Museum. This can be done at the *ArtScience Friends* Corner at Basement 2 of ArtScience Museum, next to the Box Office Counter.
- Each time *ArtScience Friends* visit the Museum, they will be required to present their valid Sands Rewards LifeStyle membership card or 9-digit membership number at *ArtScience Friends* membership counter for verification purposes.
- Both main and secondary cardholders must be 18 years old and above.
- *ArtScience Friends* 1+1: Main cardholder must be present every time with one accompanying guest.
- *ArtScience Friends* 2+2: Both cardholders are required to be Sands Rewards LifeStyle members. The main cardholder or secondary cardholder must be present in order for their guests to be allowed entry. Either the main cardholder or secondary cardholder may bring in two guests.
- Online sign up of *ArtScience Friends* is strongly encouraged during COVID-19 period in order to minimize contact with our staff. All instructions to sign up online can be provided via email upon request.
- As a Sands Rewards LifeStyle member, you may earn 3% Destination Dollars on your purchase (excluding GST and SISTIC booking fee) which will be credited into your Sands Rewards LifeStyle account provided at the point of payment within 72 hours.
- Destination Dollars will not be retroactively credited after completion of the online/on site transaction if Sands Rewards LifeStyle account number is not entered at the time of payment.
- For *ArtScience Friends* membership top-up from a single-visit ticket, the 3% Reward dollars also applies on the balance payment. Valid for on-site upgrades only.
- Existing Sands Rewards LifeStyle members can also make use of their Destination dollars to make their purchase in full or off-set a portion of the amount and pay the remaining amount via cash or credit card. This is applicable to on-site purchases only.
- *ArtScience Friends* entitles you to visit ArtScience Museum all year round. As such, if the museum is closed due to unforeseen circumstances, *ArtScience Friends* will be extended automatically by the number of days that the museum was closed.
- *ArtScience Friends* memberships may not be re-sold or re-distributed during its one-year validity.
- Not applicable with other offers and promotions.
• Marina Bay Sands reserves the right to deny entry to visitors suspected of breach of Terms & Conditions of sale and entry.
• Marina Bay Sands reserves the right to make changes and modifications to these terms and conditions without prior notice.

Additional Terms & Conditions for ArtScience Friends Gift Certificate

• All ArtScience Friends gift certificates are valid for three (3) months from the date of purchase. Strictly no extension of the validity period will be allowed. Gift certificate redemption can be done at the Ticketing counter located on Basement 2 of ArtScience Museum.
• ArtScience Friends will be activated on the member’s first visit to ArtScience Museum.
• Each gift certificate can only be redeemed for the ArtScience Friends category that the gift certificate was purchased for. E.g. If recipient receives an ArtScience Friends 1 + 1 package gift certificate, recipient will not be permitted to top up the difference in price to redeem an ArtScience Friends 2 + 2 package.
• Earning of Reward Dollars or Destination Dollars will not be applicable for ArtScience Friends gift certificates.
• ArtScience Friends gift certificates are not refundable and cannot be exchanged for cash in part or in full.
• ArtScience Friends Terms & Conditions (Refer to full Terms and Conditions here: https://www.marinabaysands.com/museum/artscience-friends.html) are applicable to all memberships redeemed via gift certificates, and the redemption of gift certificates is subject to fulfilment of the requirements for activation of ArtScience Friends set out therein.
• Marina Bay Sands retains the right to reject any gift certificate that appears to have been tampered with or found in any way to be unacceptable.
• Marina Bay Sands will not be responsible for lost, stolen, damaged, or destroyed gift certificates and no replacement will be provided in such circumstances.
• Marina Bay Sands reserves the right to make changes and modifications to these terms and conditions without prior notice.